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Introduction 
There is increasingly wide recognition that infrastructure design for a changing climate must account for the 

changing intensity of precipitation. To do this, engineering designs require simple methods to translate future 

rainfall to runoff volume in order to appropriately size pipes, culverts and other water conveyance structures. 

Intensity duration frequency (IDF) curves are widely used for this purpose because these curves provide a simple 

means of calculating the probability of exceeding a given rainfall rate for a specified amount of time (e.g. 

DeGaetano & Castellano, 2017). Figure 1 shows a typical IDF curve, illustrating precipitation depth on the y-axis, 

recurrence interval on the x-axis, and event duration in the family of curves plotted within the axes.   

 

Figure 1. Intensity-Duration-Frequency curves for Stapleton Station, Denver CO (NOAA Atlas 14) 

Because IDF curves are so commonly used in engineering design, a robust method of incorporating climate 

change into future IDF curves could be a large step towards “mainstreaming” climate change information into 

water and stormwater planning. However, historical precipitation records are often short, rendering historical IDF 

curves uncertain. Climate change projections are also uncertain, compounding the difficulties in developing 

robust, climate adjusted IDF curves to inform future engineering designs under a changing climate.  

In 2016, Lynker conducted a pilot study for the Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) to develop climate-

adjusted IDF curves based on observed precipitation data from meteorological stations in Colorado, and an 

ensemble of climate change projections (Weil & Harding, 2016). This study extends that effort, re-visiting the 

methods explored in our 2016 study in the context of a large body of recent published work on the topic. It also 

summarizes the available precipitation gauge data for Colorado and climate model data that we have assembled 

to use as inputs for developing new IDF curves for the state of Colorado.  

The NOAA Extreme Precipitation Atlas (Atlas 14) maintains a nationwide archive of IDF curves based on 

observed precipitation data. There is work ongoing at NOAA under the Hydrometerological Design Studies Center 

(HDSC) to update and improve the current Atlas 14 IDF curves. This update includes an assessment of non-

stationarity and impacts to extreme precipitation due to a changing climate. This work is being done in partnership 

with multiple academic institutions and is projected to be completed in late 2019. In addition, two large federally-

funded research efforts are currently ongoing that will provide guidance on best practices for developing climate-

adjusted IDF curves. Because of these ongoing studies, we do not provide our own guidance here on the most 

appropriate method for CWCB to use for its IDF adjustments. Rather, this memo lays the groundwork for future 

applications by synthesizing available data and providing an overview and summary of available methods.  

The remainder of this memorandum is organized as follows. Section 1 summarizes the results of our literature 

review, categorizing recent work into three broad categories of methods for developing climate-adjusted IDF 
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curves. Section 2 summarizes the datasets collected and organized for this project. Section 3 highlights how 

these datasets show that extreme rainfall will increase. Section 4 describes several different scaling methods 

that could be used to develop a final set of IDF curves, pending the results of several federal studies.  

This report is supplemented by an ArcGIS online StoryMap hosted by Lynker that summarizes data and results. 
That StoryMap is available here (https://arcg.is/1KaW5S). 
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1. Literature Review – IDF Projection Methods 
We reviewed recent literature describing a range of different methods for modeling stationary and nonstationary 
IDF curves from historical data, as well as ways to incorporate climate change projections into a framework for 
developing nonstationary IDF curves. We also examined methods to estimate precipitation extremes by 
extrapolating IDF curves to shorter storm durations based on 24-hour precipitation extremes. Finally, we 
evaluated the methods used by NOAA Atlas 14 for estimating climate-adjusted IDF curves in ungauged locations.  

Within this literature review, Section 1.1 summarizes the literature on methods for developing climate-adjusted 
IDF curves. Section 1.2 summarizes the literature on methods for estimating short-duration rainfall extremes from 
longer-duration events, in order to generate complete IDF curves. For sites without high temporal resolution 
observations. Section 1.3 summarizes the large-scale Federally-backed projects on climate-adjusted IDF curves, 
with emerging recommendations to date from those studies.  

1.1 Published Approaches for Developing Climate-Adjusted IDF curves 

Based on our review of the literature, we categorized the 
approaches for developing climate-adjusted IDF curves into 
three broad categories. All three of these categories use 
climate model outputs to estimate future changes in either 
precipitation itself, or the physical drivers of precipitation 
(e.g., humidity, temperature). These changes are then 
applied to historical IDF curves using one of three 
approaches. We term these approaches as “simplified 
scaling methods,” “delta methods” and “nonstationary 
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution methods” and 
summarize each of them in the sections that follow.  
 
The data requirements, computational complexity, and uncertainties associated with these different categories of 
methods vary; as a result, some methods may be more appropriate for some applications, whereas other 
methods may be more appropriate for others.  
 

1.1.1 Physically-based scaling methods 

Two of the ways that climate change is expected to change the distribution of extreme precipitation events are by 
altering the moisture holding capacity of the atmosphere, and by changing the storm tracks and storm generating 
mechanisms that drive extreme events. Using these physical constraints, one approach to modifying future IDF 
curves is to quantify changes in atmospheric moisture holding capacity and/or changes in storm tracks, and use 
these changes to scale historical IDF curves. Below we review literature on these types of “simplified scaling 
methods” for developing future IDF curves. 

It has been known for more than 150 years that warmer temperatures increase both land surface evaporation and 
the moisture holding capacity of the atmosphere. The “Clausius-Clapeyron scaling” originally described in the 
mid-19th century has been refined and described in the context of climate change multiple times since the original 
work (e.g. Barbero et al., 2018; O’Gorman & Schneider, 2009; Trenberth et al., 2003). The average magnitude of 
this effect is now widely accepted to be an approximately 7% increase in atmospheric moisture holding capacity 
per degree C. Pendergrass et al. (2015) showed that while there is some spread across different models, extreme 
precipitation projections from GCMs tend to follow this scaling. Because the atmosphere can hold approximately 
7% more moisture per degree C, the expectation is that to first order, future precipitation extremes will also 
increase by approximately 7% per degree C. 

Although the Clausius-Clapeyron scaling is a physically-based parameter for atmospheric moisture holding 
capacity, there are a number of recent studies that document variances from this average behavior with 
increasing warming. This is particularly true for short-duration, intense rainstorms. Lenderink & Van Meijgaard 
(2008) demonstrated that when daily mean temperatures are higher than about 12°C, the intensity of short 

Projection Method Types 

 Physically Based; increase per degree of 
warming, changes in total precipitable water 

 Delta Methods; Output of GCMs used 
directly to project changes in events 

 Nonstationary GEV; Advanced statistical 
method that “discovers” climate signal that 
is then used for projections. 
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duration (one hour) precipitation events increase with temperature at twice the rate that Clausius-Clapeyron 
scaling would suggest. Based on an analysis of station data in Australia, Herath et al. (2018) also documented 
changes in the scaling between extreme precipitation and temperature, depending on the duration of the storm 
and the ambient temperature. Westra et al. (2014) provide a summary of other studies documenting “super 
Clausius-Clapeyron” scaling, many of which also indicate that short duration precipitation events can increase 
substantially faster than 7% per degree C. The mechanisms invoked for this type of “super Clausius-Clapeyron” 
scaling involve small-scale cloud processes, many of which are not well-represented by climate models. Thus, 
many of the GCMs in the CMIP5 archive may under-predict future changes in extreme events with a warming 
climate.  

Applying these principles to climate-adjusted IDF curves, Dahm et al. (2019) calculated the relationship between 

intense precipitation and dew point temperature to identify Clausius-Clapeyron and “super CC” scaling regions on 

plots of dew point temperature vs precipitation intensity (Figure 2). They then used a delta method to calculate 

climate GCM-projected changes in dew point temperature during the time of year that extreme precipitation 

events tend to occur. Using those changes, Dahm et al. (2019) constructed synthetic future time series of 

extreme precipitation, and re-calculated IDF curves. Figure 2, taken from Dahm et al. (2019), shows Clausius-

Clapeyron scaling up to ~13-17°C (dark dashed lines), and super-CC scaling above that temperature (red dashed 

lines). 

 

Figure 2. Clausius-Clapeyron and “super Clausius-Clapeyron” Scaling from Precipitation as a function of Dew Point Temperature 
(Dahm et al., 2019) 

 

Kunkel & Easterling (2017) followed a similar approach with respect to looking at changes in the physical drivers 

of extreme precipitation. Their construct for calculating climate-adjusted IDF curves begins with a “water vapor 

change function,” in which they generate regional regressions between annual maximum precipitation and total 

precipitable water (TPW), and then calculate changes in TPW based on projected fractional changes in water 

vapor from GCM outputs. They find a direct relationship between daily maximum precipitation and water vapor in 

all regions of the United States (Figure 3), justifying the use of water vapor changes as a proxy for changes in 

precipitation extremes. The generalized Kunkel & Easterling (2017) construct also includes a factor to represent 

future changes in weather systems (e.g., tropical and extratropical cyclones; fronts; and monsoonal systems); 

however, this part of the IDF adjustment is less certain at this time. Under climate change, TPW is projected to 

increase as average temperature, and overall atmospheric water holding capacity increases. This work is ongoing 

and will likely result in more precise regional relationships, similar to Error! Reference source not found. above, 

that can be used to make projections of future rainfall intensities. 
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Figure 3. Regional trends in rainfall vs total precipitable water (Kunkel and Easterling 2019). The “Southwest” region includes 
Colorado 

Currently, the State of Colorado is moving forward with guidelines for its dam safety program; while not 
specifically focused on IDF curves, the State is considering adopting a guideline of a 7% increase in probable 
maximum precipitation (PMP) for engineering new dams in the State. This is not yet an accepted guideline, but it 
is actively being considered and may become state policy in the next few months. (Email, Taryn Finnessey, 
6/21/2019). 

1.1.2 Delta methods 

A second broad category of methods for generating climate adjusted IDF curves is to use a delta method, wherein 

an historical climate record is perturbed by a change factor that can be calculated from raw or downscaled GCM 

data. DeGaetano et al. (2017) applied this method to their study of future IDF curves for the State of New York: 

they first constructed baseline IDF curves from historical data at 157 stations in New York and nearby stations 

from adjacent states. They then used gridded future climate data from raw GCMs, dynamically downscaled 

GCMs, and analogue methods to calculate change factors for precipitation extremes between historical and 

future periods, and applied those change factors to observed station-based 24-hour precipitation extremes. The 

same change factors were applied to sub-daily duration extremes, such that future changes in sub-daily 

precipitation extremes were proportional to the projected changes in daily precipitation extremes.  

Wang et al. (2014) used regional climate models (RCMs) to calculate change factors to apply to historical IDF 

curves under future warming scenarios. They extracted four 31-year time periods directly from a 25-km RCM: 

baseline, 2030s, 2050s and 2080s, using an ensemble of GCM forcings. They then calculated change factors for 

all durations and return periods and used different percentiles of these change factors to estimate a plausible 

range of future IDF curves resulting from climate change.  

1.1.3 Nonstationary GEV methods 

The third broad category of methods for constructing climate-adjusted IDF curves is to use a nonstationary 
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution method. GEV distributions are commonly used to represent 
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probability density functions of annual maximum precipitation events. The GEV distribution is characterized by 
three parameters: location (𝜇), scale (𝜎), and shape (𝜉). The location parameter broadly represents the center of 
mass (mean) of the distribution; the scale parameter broadly represents the spread of the distribution; and the 
shape parameter affects the tail structure of the distribution (Figure 4). Once a GEV is fit to a distribution of 
annual maximum precipitation events, the distribution can be inverted to calculate the magnitude of an event with 
any specified recurrence interval.  

 

Figure 4. Example Generalized Extreme Value Distribution 

 

Under the nonstationary GEV method, covariates such as time, temperature, mean precipitation, or other 
physically-based parameters are incorporated into the calculation of the GEV parameters for the historical 
extremes data. Most commonly, the nonstationary model is applied to the location parameter (𝜇) of the GEV. The 
nonstationary GEV model is then applied to a future timeseries to calculate changes in different duration-
frequency values under a future climate. 

Cheng et al. (2014) selected station data with a significant trend in precipitation extremes to illustrate this 
nonstationary approach. Based on those station data, Cheng et al. (2014) fit the parameters of a GEV distribution 
such that the location parameter was explicitly a function of time. They then used this nonstationary GEV model 
to project future extremes under the assumption that this historical trend will continue in the future. Ragno et al., 
(2018) applied a similar method, and constructed nonstationary IDF curves directly from an ensemble of GCM 
outputs. Each model provided its own estimate of how 1-day precipitation extremes would change based on the 
nonstationary model, and the authors constructed an ensemble of future IDF curve projections. Time was again 
used as the covariate in this nonstationary GEV approach. 

Other authors have used physically-based parameters (rather than time) as covariates in their nonstationary GEV 
approach. Towler et al. (2010) used a nonstationary GEV to model future extremes in streamflow. Their historical 
model used climate data – including temperature and precipitation – as the covariates to fit a series of 
nonstationary GEV models to the streamflow extremes. They then applied the most predictive nonstationary GEV 
model to estimate future streamflow extremes based on GCM projections for temperature and precipitation.  

In our 2016 work for the CWCB, we used temperature and precipitation as explanatory variables to generate 
nonstationary IDF curves and inform projections of change in storm intensity. Historic monthly and annual 
climate were regressed against observed extreme rainfall to create future rainfall intensities. This work was done 
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for four stations (Stapleton, Cedaredge, Durango and Ordway). Although the results of this study were influenced 
by data quality limitations, the nonstationary GEV method indicated a statistically significant increase in future 
precipitation extremes at the Stapleton station. 

1.2 Scaling Sub-daily to Daily Events 

Because an IDF curve represents extreme precipitation events from a range of durations, it generally relies on 

measurements ranging from sub-daily to multi-day events (Figure 1). However, many stations do not have sub-

daily precipitation measurements; for those that do, many have hourly but not sub-hourly data. To construct a full 

IDF curve from sparse data, a number of authors have proposed methods to “fill in” sub-daily duration data by 

using longer duration events as proxies. This is typically accomplished using scaling factors generated from 

empirical data.  

As summarized by Wang et al. (2014), the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) analyzed hundreds of 

different station records to examine correlations between sub-hourly and hourly precipitation amounts. The WMO 

analysis suggests that rainfall amounts for short durations (<1 hour) can often be estimated by multiplying hourly 

extreme events by fixed ratios. Wang et al. (2014), however, show that these fixed ratios may not be universally 

applicable due to the different mechanisms generating extreme precipitation in different parts of the world. They 

use a long station record from their study site in Canada to calculate region-specific scaling factors between 

hourly and sub-hourly precipitation extremes. Based on this site-specific analysis, Wang et al (2014) calculated 

scaling factors of approximately 0.36, 0.52, 0.67 and 0.89, to scale 5-minute, 10-minute, 15-minute and 30-minute 

rainfall extremes, respectively, to hourly extremes. For the Wang et al. (2014) study, these scaling factors are 

uniformly larger than those suggested by WMO (Figure 5).  

Similar to Wang et al. (2014), DeGaetano et al. (2017) developed IDF curves for hourly through 24-hourly rainfall 

events in New York State, but noted that many of the stations they used did not have sub-daily precipitation data. 

To fill this gap prior to conducting their analysis, DeGaetano et al. (2017) applied static adjustment factors to daily 

precipitation amounts in order to estimate corresponding sub-daily precipitation extremes. Their method follows 

that of McKay & Wilks (1995), which was applied to the Atlas 14 dataset for the Northeastern United States. 

Vu et al. (2018) describe a method for extending 6-hourly precipitation extremes down to 10-minute durations. 

Their method relies on the assumption that the distribution of intense precipitation events at short time scales is 

the same as the distribution at longer timescales. Using this assumption, the method can be used to calculate 

short-duration extreme rainfall magnitudes from longer (e.g., daily) magnitudes, so that complete IDF curves can 

be constructed. Once these relationships are established for station-based historical climate, Vu et al. (2018) use 

RCMs to calculate changes in future extremes, and to then translate those future changes across multiple event 

durations.  
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Figure 5.  Regression analysis used to predict sub-hourly duration annual maximums from hourly annual maximums (Wang et al., 
2014).  

1.3 Ongoing Studies and Guidance 

There are currently at least two ongoing, Federally-funded efforts focused on refining methods and providing 
guidance to stakeholders in climate-adjusted IDF curves. Neither of these studies has been completed, but the 
expectation is that the final results of these studies will be available by late 2019 or early 2020. One of these 
efforts is building on the existing methods from NOAA Atlas 14; and the other is a series of academic groups 
funded by the Department of Defense SERDP program.  

1.3.1 NOAA Atlas 14 Non-Stationarity and Climate Change Assessment 

As part of the update to Atlas 14, NOAA is considering a range of new methods for constructing IDF curves, 
specifically integrating non-stationary climate effects into the Atlas 14 process. Ongoing NOAA-funded research 
seeks to provide a revised IDF modeling framework applicable at a national scale and ultimately produce credible 
precipitation frequency estimates which can be relied upon by federal and state agencies. Although these results 
are not yet publicly available, the State of Colorado stands to benefit from the guidelines and products generated 
from this ongoing research. 
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1.3.2 SERDP Projects 

In 2015, the Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program (SERDP) at the US Department of 
Defense launched a new solicitation called “Adapting to Precipitation Variation in a Changing World.” The goal of 
this solicitation was to fund projects that could develop new ways of projecting future precipitation variability to 
inform infrastructure design. This solicitation has funded five separate research projects, some of which have 
begun publishing results, and some of which are still in process. While the final results and applicability of these 
studies are not available yet, Table 1 summarizes a few ongoing projects that we expect to inform our 
recommendations for generating climate-adjusted IDF curves for Colorado. 

 

Table 1. Ongoing SERDP projects for IDF projections under climate change 

SERDP 
Grant ID 

Title Institution Spatial 
Coverage 

Anticipated Output 

RC-2513 Effects of Global Change on Extreme 
Precipitation and Flooding: New Approaches to 
IDF and Regional Flood Frequency Estimation 

University of 
California, Los 
Angeles 

CONUS 
Domain 

Method review and 
projections for IDF 
curves and 
streamflow  

RC-2514 Linked Rainfall and Runoff Intensity-Duration-
Frequency in the Face of Climate Change and 
Uncertainty 

Washington 
State University 

Site-
Specific to 
DOD 
Facilities 

Methods review and 
framework for future 
rainfall estimates 

RC-2515 Changes in Climate and Its Effect on Timing of 
Snowmelt and Intensity-Duration-Frequency 
Curves 

Cold Regions 
Research and 
Engineering 
Laboratory 

Site-
Specific to 
DOD 
Facilities 

Snowmelt and IDF 
curve changes under 
climate change 

RC-2516 Climate-Informed Estimation of Hydrologic 
Extremes for Robust Adaptation to Non-
Stationary Climate 

University of 
Massachusetts 

Site-
Specific to 
DOD 
Facilities 

General review of 
changing extreme 
events, including IDF 
curves 

RC-2517 Incorporation of the Effects of Future 
Anthropogenically-Forced Climate Change in 
Intensity-Duration-Frequency Design Values 

North Carolina 
State University 

CONUS 
Domain 

How to use changes 
in atmospheric 
variables to project 
IDF curves 

All projects abstracts, grants and progress reports are described here (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/News-and-

Events/Blog/Adapting-to-Precipitation-Variation-in-a-Changing-World)   
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2. Data and Analytical Methods 
Task 2 for this project was to assemble and organize relevant precipitation data and climate change projections 
for the State of Colorado. We have collated raw precipitation time-series data from individual stations, IDF data 
from the NOAA Atlas 14 archive, and daily precipitation and monthly precipitable water content from an ensemble 
of GCMs. These data represent all of the necessary components required to develop future IDF curves, and will be 
leveraged to create climate-adjusted IDF curves for the state of Colorado once Federal guidance has become 
clear and a methodology is finalized. The sections below summarize these data and provide preliminary analyses 
to inform the next phase of this work.  

2.1 Raw Precipitation Data 

Raw precipitation intensity time series data provide the foundational data for generating IDF curves. Most publicly 

available precipitation data is hosted by NOAA, which makes data available through several different archives. As 

part of this work, we inventoried and acquired all available precipitation data from stations in Colorado measuring 

15-minute, hourly and daily precipitation intensities. Specific NOAA data archives used in our synthesis are 

enumerated in Table 1 and may be accessed at ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/.  

Table 2. Raw precipitation data sets collated for this study. 

Duration Dataset(s) 

24-hour  Global Historical Climate Network Daily 

1-hour Cooperative Observers Programs (COOP) Hourly Precipitation Data (HPD) Version 2 
& DSI-3240 

15-minute HPD Version 2 &  DSI-3260 

 

A challenge to accessing and using raw station data (as is formatted through ftp access) is that data formats are 

non-uniform both between data sets and between time periods within a single data set. To circumnavigate this 

challenge, we opted to obtain raw station data using rnoaa, an R package developed to easily access NOAA 

weather data (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rnoaa/rnoaa.pdf). Using rnoaa, we obtained 15-minute 

precipitation data for 113 stations (Figure 6a), hourly data for 174 stations (Figure 6b), and daily data for 234 

stations (Figure 6c).  

These data were spread across multiple archives with multiple time periods and timesteps, so a significant effort 

was put into collecting and organizing these data. All rainfall data are now stored in data frames easily read by R 

that can be used for future analysis. 
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Figure 6. Colorado precipitation station data availability 

 

2.1.1 Sub-Daily – Daily Annual Maximum Correlations 

As shown in Figure 6, there are substantially more stations in Colorado with daily precipitation data than with 

hourly or 15-minute data. This data restriction can pose problems for deriving historical IDF curves, because sub-

daily data are needed to derive intensity – frequency curves across a full spectrum of event durations. We used 

available station data to evaluate the relationship between daily and sub-daily precipitation data, at stations where 

both daily and sub-daily information are available. Specifically, following the methods described by Wang et al. 

Locations for stations 

with daily data 

Histogram showing 

periods of record for 

daily stations 
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(2014), we developed linear regressions between daily annual maxima and hourly annual maxima. As shown in 

Figure 7, for Denver Stapleton station, we fit linear regression models with a y-intercept of zero to historical 

annual maximum series. While these correlations were generally poor (r=0.38 and r=0.31 for hourly and 15-minute 

data, respectively), the data are consistent with the expectation that there is a positive correlation between daily 

and sub-daily extremes, and that hourly annual maxima are a larger fraction of daily annual maxima than are the 

15-minute data. Unlike Wang et al. (2014), we related daily to sub-daily annual maxima and not hourly to sub-

hourly (Figure 5). This discrepancy might explain why we observed more scatter in annual maxima relationships 

than Wang et al. (2014). 

 

Figure 7. Stapleton station hourly and 15-minute annual maximum scaling relationships. Dashed line is 1:1 line 

 

Figure 8 shows how the ratio (i.e. regression slope) of hourly to daily (and 15-min to daily) annual precipitation 

maxima changes with elevation. Generally, regression slope decreases as station elevation increases; thus, based 

on this analysis, sub-daily annual maximum precipitation values represent a higher fraction of daily annual 

maxima at lower elevations than at higher elevations. This relationship is statistically significant for predicting 

hourly annual maxima from daily annual maxima, but is not significant for predicting 15-minute annual maxima 

from daily annual maxima. Red regression lines in Figure 8 indicate statistical significance at the 5% level. 

Correlation strength also decreases as a function of elevation. These patterns suggest that 1) elevation can be 

used as a spatial variable for scaling observed annual maximum regression relationships to stations with only 

daily data, yet 2) we can expect to be less confident predicting sub-daily annual maximums for higher elevation 

stations than lower elevation stations.  
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Figure 8. Relationships Between Hourly and Daily Rainfall Extremes 

 

2.2 NOAA Atlas 14 IDF Curves 

The NOAA Atlas 14 archive (accessible here: https://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/pfds_gis.html) is a published 
online database  of point precipitation amounts, available as storm depth or intensity, by duration and recurrence 
probability. These estimates include uncertainty bounds. While rainfall estimates are available at specific 
stations, the underlying product of Atlas 14 is a series of spatial grids that represent rainfall intensity at all 
locations, both gaged and ungaged . These grids were developed through data quality control, weighting, 
statistical modeling and eventual peer-review. 

There are 292 stations in Colorado for which IDF curves are available. Examples of IDF curves at Stapleton Station 
near Denver are shown in Figure 9. This collection of sites extends beyond the NOAA precipitation station 
inventory discussed in section 2.1, including 52 Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Snow Telemetry 
(SNOTEL) sites, 1 National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP) site, and 7 interagency Remote Automatic 
Weather Stations (RAWS). Data from these stations are used to create a gridded IDF product, whereby IDF curves 
may be inferred for any location throughout the state. The specific methods used to spatially extrapolate station-
specific data and generate gridded IDF projects can be found in NOAA Atlas 14 Volume 8, Version 2.0. Figure 10 
shows the spatial distribution of the 100-year event for 15-minute (a), 1-hour (b), and 24-hour durations (c). These 
figures summarize a clear west-to-east gradient in the magnitude of 100-year storm depths. Figure 10d uses box 
and whisker plots to compare the magnitude of 100-year precipitation depths across three durations.  
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Figure 9. Stapleton IDF Curve (depth v. frequency) with 24-hr duration event highlighted 

 

 

Figure 10. 100-year precipitation depth grids from NOAA Atlas 14 for the State of Colorado 
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2.3 GCM Data  

To collect the necessary data to calculate change factors in future precipitation extremes, we extracted future 

climate data from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5 (CMIP5) datasets maintained by the US 

Bureau of Reclamation (data description here: https://gdo-

dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip_projections/dcpInterface.html). We gathered GCM outputs for 1-degree grid 

cells overlapping or immediately adjacent to the state of Colorado (Figure 11). For each of these grid cells, we 

gathered total daily precipitation, total monthly precipitable water, and daily air temperature outputs. 

 

Figure 11. 1-degree grid cells constituting the analysis domain for this project 

 

We opted to use relatively coarse spatial resolution GCM output data resampled to a 1°x1° grid, rather than higher 

spatial resolution bias-corrected and spatially disaggregated (BCSD) data products for this analysis (Wood et al., 

2004). BCSD products have been shown to introduce an artifact in precipitation extremes, manifested as a step-

function change in extreme events between the hindcast and forecast period (e.g., Wobus et al., 2017). Thus, for 

studies where changes in precipitation extremes are required, BCSD data cannot be relied upon to project 

changes between the pre-2000 and post-2000 time periods. Our decision to use 1°x1° resampled GCM output 

thus preserves change factors coming directly from the GCMs, while avoiding artifacts introduced by the BCSD 

method. 
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2.3.1 GCM Analysis: GEV Delta Approach 

To facilitate future evaluations of changes in IDF curves for Colorado, we used the GCM data to estimate model-

driven changes in precipitation extremes between historical and future periods. In all cases, we used an ensemble 

approach, wherein annual maximum precipitation values were combined from approximately 20 different GCMs 

to represent each historical or future scenario. Our overall workflow is illustrated in Figure 12. The years selected 

to represent each future scenario are summarized in the paragraphs that follow. 

a) Modeled daily precipitation data is extracted 
from the GCMs. Historical and future periods are 
defined (Error! Reference source not found.) and 
annual maximum daily rainfall totals are identified. 
In the example given, the historical period is 
defined as 1977 – 2006 and the projection period 
is defined as 2035 – 2064. Additionally, this 
example shows a long-term shift in mean annual 
maximum precipitation depth from the historical to 
the projected period.  

b) Generalized Extreme Value distributions are 
fit to historic and projected GCM- simulated annual 
maximum precipitation data. During the fitting 
procedure, GEV parameters are identified using an 
optimization approach of choice. As shown in this 
example, a rightward shift and fattening of the 
distribution tail is expected if the frequency of 
extreme events increases in the future.  

c) For each storm return interval (i.e. 2-year, 
100-year, etc.), the ratio of historical to projected 
precipitation event depth values are applied to the 
existing IDF curve to generate a projected IDF 
curve. It is important to note that the ratios applied 
to existing IDF curves are derived entirely from 
GCM output. In the example shown, the existing 
IDF curve shifts upward, indicating increasing 
magnitudes of event depth across all recurrence 
intervals for the 24-hour duration storm.  

d) For events less than 24-hours in duration, 
scaling factors derived using NOAA precipitation 
data may be used to relate 24-hour rainfall depth to 
sub-daily rainfall depth (e.g., 15 minute). For events 
longer than 24-hours in duration, daily data can be 
simply aggregated to longer time periods and a 
similar scaling approach described in steps a – c 
may be applied.  

 

 

 

For this analysis, we defined the historical period as a 30-year window extending from 1977 – 2006, and we 

defined the future period using two different approaches. The first approach defined the future period as a 30-

year window centered around year 2050, for each of two emissions scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5). The second 

approach defined the future period as a 30-year window centered around the year in which each GCM reaches a 

specified global average temperature change threshold (1°, 2°, or 3°C), relative to a preindustrial baseline. Under 

this approach, the years selected to represent the future period vary between different GCMs, because even for 

Figure 12. GEV delta method workflow 
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the same greenhouse gas forcing, the global average temperature trajectory for each model is unique. An 

advantage of this approach is that all of the models in each scenario are driven by the same temperature forcing, 

so the results more directly represent inter-model variability in how this forcing manifests across the different 

representations of the atmosphere within the GCMs.  

Table 3 summarizes the future climate scenarios we developed for calculating changes in model-derived 

precipitation extremes. 

Table 3. Future climate scenarios used to assess changes in precipitation extremes. 

Future scenario Time period RCP 

2050, RCP 4.5 2035 - 2064 4.5 

2050, RCP 8.5 2035 - 2064 8.5 

1 degree 30-year window centered on year global average 
temperature increases 1 degree Centigrade 

8.5 

2 degree 30-year window centered on year global average 
temperature increases 2 degree Centigrade 

8.5 

3 degree 30-year window centered on year global average 
temperature increases 3 degree Centigrade 

8.5 

 

3. GCM Projections for Colorado: Preliminary Results 
Using the compiled GCM data described in Section 2, 
we calculated change factors for the 24-hour, 100-
year precipitation event. This section summarizes the 
preliminary results from those analyses.  

3.1 GCM-Projected Changes in 
Extreme Precipitation Events 

Figure 13 shows the change in the intensity of the 24-
hour, 1% annual exceedance probability (“100-year”) 
event for all the gridcells across Colorado, based on 
the workflow shown in Figure 13. In each case, the 
boundaries of the box represent the 25th and 75th 
percentiles, and the horizontal line in each box 
represents the median change factor. The horizontal 
red line represents no change from historical 
conditions. 

The median percent change in the 24-hour 100-year event across all scenarios is greater than zero, suggesting an 
increase in event magnitudes (Figure 13). As shown in Figure 15, the most substantial changes are associated 
with the 3-degree warming scenario, and the RCP 8.5 scenario in 2050. The smallest changes are associated with 
the 1-degree warming scenario, and the RCP 4.5 scenario in 2050.   

 There is model agreement that extreme 
rainfall events will increase in frequency and 
intensity by 10-25% in Colorado by 2050. 

 Historic uncertainty alone could account for 
storm intensities to be 30% larger than 
expected simply because IDF curves are 
based on available data. 

 Uncertainty is much larger than many people 
account for. The true value of the 100-year 
event could be as large as what the general 
public thinks the 500-year event is supposed 
to be. 
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Figure 13. Change in the 100-year 24-hour rainfall event between a historical period, and various future scenarios 

 

Across the state, there is spatial heterogeneity in the magnitude of the 24-hour, 100-year change factor. Maps 
illustrating the spatial variability in ensemble mean change factors across the state can be explored via the 
accompanying StoryMap.  
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3.2 Method Intercomparison: Stapleton Station 

We compared each of the major methodological approaches for approximating future IDF curves, by conducting a 
preliminary intercomparson analysis of four different methods at Stapleton Station, Denver Colorado. Table 4 
outlines the four methods used in this intercomparison.  

Table 4. Four climate-adjusted IDF methods considered in Stapleton intercomparison analysis 

Method Details 

Simple Scaling: CWCB/Dam Safety scaling All storm intensities for all durations are scaled using a flat 7% 
increase. There is no variation by storm return, duration or 
location. 

Simple Scaling: Temperature scaling All storm intensities are scaled by 7% per degree Centigrade in 
temperature rise. For each GCM grid cell, the 30-year mean 
temperature in 2050 is calculated. That value is converted to 
an increase in rainfall intensity. 

Delta Method: Historical-to-future GEV change This method is outlined in Figure 12 above. GEVs are fitted to 
historical and future GCM-simulated precipitation data and 
used to quantify expected changes in the intensity of 24-hour 
duration extreme precipitation events.  

Non-stationary GEV The GEV model parameters covary by a select climate variable 
(e.g. average summertime rainfall) output from a GCM. The 
intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation events is 
dynamically simulated as a function of time.  

 

The different IDF adjustment methods outlined generate slightly different projected changes to the baseline 24-
hour event for this station (Figure 14). For more frequent events (<10 year recurrence interval), the non-stationary 
GEV approach projects the largest increase in event magnitude. The smallest increase in event intensity for the 
more frequent events is associated with the GEV delta change method. For longer return periods, the temperature 
scaling method produces the largest estimate of extreme precipitation increases.  

This figure also illustrates how these projected changes relate to the uncertainty bounds on the baseline 24-hour 
curve. Specifically, all of the future projections fall within the 90% confidence interval of the baseline 24-hour 
curve. However, it is also important to note that all of the future projections lie above the baseline curve. Since the 
underlying processes driving rainfall are expected to change under a warmer climate, an increase in storm 
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intensity means that both the mean estimate (each of the projections as summarized above) as well as the error 
bounds will increase together. 

 

 

 

Figure 14.Changes in 24-hour extreme events at Stapleton, comparing multiple methods and IDF uncertainty 
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Summary  
 

IDF curves are commonly used tools in engineering design. Climate change is affecting the frequency and 

magnitude of extreme precipitation events, prompting a need to develop non-stationary IDF curves. In this report 

we reviewed the current body of literature on developing climate-adjusted IDF curves, collated precipitation data 

necessary for adjusting IDF curves in Colorado, used climate model data to evaluate how extreme precipitation is 

likely to change in Colorado, and conducted a preliminary intercomparison of IDF curve adjustment approaches at 

a single station. The key take-home-message of this report are:  

1) Broadly, the literature describes three methodological approaches for developing climate-adjusted IDF 
curves: a) physically-based scaling methods where changes in temperature are methodologically linked 
to changes in extreme precipitation, b) delta methods, whereby GCM output is compared between 
historical and future time periods to project changes in extreme events, and c) non-stationary GEV 
methods that use a co-variate, such as temperature or mean precipitation, to update GEV parameters 
through time.   
 

2) We assembled a rich dataset to inform climate-adjusted IDF curves in Colorado. We collated time-series 
precipitation data from over 234 stations, IDF curves for 292 stations, and CMIP5 GCM output at 1-degree 
resolution. We used linear regression analysis to relate daily to sub-daily annual precipitation maxima. We 
observe a relationship between regression slope and station elevation that may provide a basis to infer 
sub-daily precipitation intensities at stations where only daily precipitation data are available. To explore 
the spatial and temporal extent of these data sets, visit the accompanying StoryMap at 
https://arcg.is/1KaW5S 

 
3) Using a GEV delta method, we find that 24-hour, 100-year precipitation intensity is likely to increase by 10 

to 20% across the state by 2050. However, uncertainty in historical IDF curves could account for as much 
as a 30% increase in the 24-hour, 100-year precipitation depth. To explore spatial patterns in projected 
changes in the 24-hour 100-year event across Colorado, visit the accompanying StoryMap at 
https://arcg.is/1KaW5S 
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